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Copper-Catalyzed Coupling of Triaryl- and Trialkylindium Reagents with Aryl Iodides and Bromides through Consecutive Transmetalations


Copper-Catalyzed Coupling of Indium Reagents

**Significance:** Giri and co-workers describe a copper(I)-catalyzed coupling of triorganoindium reagents with aryl iodides and bromides. This reaction shows high functional group tolerance, while being compatible with sterically hindered substrates, leading to the expected products in good yield.

**Comment:** The reaction can be performed with low catalyst loadings (2 mol%) and only requires 0.33 equivalents of the triorganoindium reagent with respect to the aryl halide.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Indium Reagent} + \text{Aryl Halide} & \xrightarrow{\text{CuI, DME, 100 °C, 24 h}} \text{Product} \\
\text{(0.33–1.0 equiv)} & + \text{(1.0 equiv)} \\
R = \text{Ar, Alk} & \quad X = \text{Br, I}
\end{align*}
\]

Selected examples:

- 80% yield
- 85% yield
- 74% yield
- 81% yield
- 87% yield
- 54% yield